Topics today… Introduction
JPEG is the first image compression JPEG is the first image compression standard for continuous tone still images g Acronym for Joint Photographic Experts Group p p Officially referred to as Introduction [3] JPEG 
Sequential Lossless Mode:
Compress the image in a single scan and the decoded image is an exact replica of the original image.
2.
Sequential DCT-based Mode: Compress the image in a single scan using DCT-based lossy compression technique As a result the decoded image is not an technique. As a result, the decoded image is not an exact replica, but an approximation of the original image.
I t d ti
Introduction [4] 3.
Progressive DCT- The JPEG Lossless Coding Algorithm [2] The value of the pixel in location X is predicted using g one or more of the 3-neighbors as shown in fig-( The JPEG Lossless Coding Algorithm [3] Eight possible options for predictions Option-0 is available for For the pixels in the first row, except first pixel, use option 1 for prediction The first pixel of second row to the last row The first pixel of second row to the last row are predicted using option 2 Every other pixels are predicted using the chosen prediction function chosen prediction function
Option Prediction Type Of Prediction
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The JPEG Lossless Coding Algorithm [5] Prediction Only the CATEGORY value in each pair is Huffman coded, not the other one
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The JPEG Lossless Coding Algorithm [6] The 2-step pair formation process is as follows The JPEG Lossless Coding Algorithm [7] For prediction residual 25
The Baseline JPEG Compression [9] Baseline JPEG Compression [9] CODING DCT COEFFICIENTS Baseline JPEG Compression [12] Baseline JPEG Compression [12] CODING DCT COEFFICIENTS Quality of the reconstructed image and the Q y g achieved compression can be controlled by a user by selecting a quality factor Q_JPEG Q JPEG ranges between 1 to 100 Q_JPEG ranges between 1 to 100 When Q_JPEG is used, the entries in tables in previous slide is scaled by the factor alpha (α), defined as defined as Q_JPEG is 100 for best reproduction Quantization is done… Proceeding to coding the quantized
Baseline JPEG Compression [13] Baseline JPEG Compression [ [15] Baseline JPEG Compression [15] CODING DCT COEFFICIENTS h f The zig-zag sequence of AC components is broken into a number of runs of zeros ending in a nonzero coefficient ending in a nonzero coefficient For 8-bit images in baseline JPEG, the DCT coefficients fall in the range DCT coefficients fall in the range [−1023, +1023] Differential values of DC fall in the range e e t a a ues o C a t e a ge [−2047, +2047] Baseline JPEG Compression [16] Baseline JPEG Compression [16] CODING DCT COEFFICIENTS RUNLENGTH is the number of consecutive zeros RUNLENGTH is the number of consecutive zeros preceding the nonzero AC coefficient being encoded CATEGORY is the number of bits to represent the VLI code of this nonzero AC coefficient symbol 2 is a single piece of information designated (AMPLITUDE) that is encoded by the VLI code of the nonzero AC coefficient.
Baseline JPEG Compression [18] Baseline JPEG Compression [18] CODING DCT COEFFICIENTS Two special symbols in encoding the zig-zag o spec a sy bo s e cod g t e g ag sequence of AC coefficients (0, 0) referred to as EOB (end-of-block), to indicate that the remaining elements in the zig-zag block are that the remaining elements in the zig-zag block are zeros (15, 0) referred to as ZRL (zero-run-length Start encoding with certain number of most significant bits (say N1) of all the DCT coefficients of all the blocks and transmit in the first scan Encode all the DC coefficients of all the 8 × 8 DCT blocks in the first scan Encode and transmit the first three AC coefficients of the transmit in the first scan. In the second scan, the following N2 most significant bits are encoded and transmitted and so on zig-zag sequence of all the DCT blocks in the second scan Transmit the next 3 AC coefficients in the third scan, and so on transmitted and so on. The scans continue until the least significant bit of all the coefficients is encoded. Usually
The last three AC coefficients can be transmitted in the 21st scan Number of coefficients in each scan could be different the successive approximation offers better reconstructed quality in the earlier scans compared to the spectral and user selectable. selection method.
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